
Chapter 5251 

 

As the two cars got closer, Charlie, out of curiosity, subconsciously glanced at 
the opposite motorcade. 

He could tell that the distinguished guests of the University should be in that 
Rolls Royce, 

So the focus was to take a closer look at this car. 

However, he didn’t have any voyeuristic desires, he just glanced at it roughly, 

And because of the privacy film pasted inside the car, he could vaguely see 
that there were four people sitting in the car. 

At this time, Maria, who was sitting in the co-pilot and was watching left and 
right, turned her gaze to the right. 

Across the front of the Rolls-Royce, Charlie only saw that in the opposite car, 

The driver was an older middle-aged man, the co-driver was a girl, 

And the back seat was an elderly couple. Nothing unusual was noticed. 

When the two cars passed by, the shortest distance between Charlie and 
Maria was only a few meters, 

And even Claudia, who was sitting in the co-pilot, saw Maria’s profile. 

At this moment, she only felt that the girl’s side face was so beautiful, 

It was a kind of peerless classical beauty, just looking at her side face, she 
could feel an extraordinary aura. 

It’s just that Charlie glanced at it from a distance just now, and now he has no 
plans to look anymore. 



At this time, Claudia couldn’t help subconsciously exclaiming: 

“Wow… that girl is so beautiful!” 

Charlie subconsciously wanted to see what happened when he heard her 
words. 

At this time, if he took another look at the Rolls-Royce, 

He would be able to recognize Maria’s side face at a glance. 

But at this critical moment, Charlie suddenly felt something jump violently in 
the right pocket of his trousers! 

Immediately afterward, the thing seemed to have life, beating repeatedly in 
the pocket at a very high frequency. 

This strange phenomenon made Charlie not come back to his senses. 

When he subconsciously looked down into his trouser pocket, 

He had already passed the Rolls Royce. The whole process only took a 
second or two. 

He reached out and touched his trouser pocket, 

And then he touched the ring that Maria gave him. 

At this time, the ring was still slightly vibrating in Charlie’s hand, 

But the vibration became lower and lower until it finally stopped completely. 

Charlie slammed on the brakes to stop the car, looked at the ring again, 

And thought to himself: “This ghost thing has been on me for so long,” 

“And I have injected so much spiritual energy into it,” 



“And it hardly responds. Why is it now? Why did it suddenly move?” 

Claudia on the side saw Charlie stop the car and took out a ring and she 
frowned, 

And couldn’t help asking: “Brother, what’s wrong with you?” 

Charlie frowned, But he said casually: “Oh… I don’t know who put a ring in my 
pocket.” 

Claudia hurriedly said: “Maybe sister-in-law put it?” 

Charlie nodded deliberately: 

“It’s also possible, I’ll go back and ask her.” 

When he said this, he thought again: “It’s strange… why did the ring stop 
moving after a few moves?” 

“Should I test it with some spiritual energy?” 

Charlie thought of something, his face suddenly changed, and he thought to 
himself: 

“Dmn, this thing is not going to deceive my spiritual energy again!” 

“It knows I am unwilling, so it moved a little to arouse my curiosity, and cheat 
my aura further…” 

Thinking of this, he hurriedly put the ring back into his pocket, 

Recalling the feeling of powerlessness when his aura was emptied a few 
times, 

He swore secretly: “Don’t worry, I won’t be fooled by you again!” 

In fact, Charlie didn’t know the reason why the ring seemed to wake up, 



Suddenly was actually because it sensed Maria’s existence. 


